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From the publisher of
WorldECR and Export
Compliance Manager

The 2nd edition
of the 
best-selling
handbook 

Updated and expanded
(312 pages)

The second edition of 

The exporT
ComplianCe
manager’s
handbook

has been expanded and
updated for the new decade.

essential reading for all
those charged with
ensuring compliance with
export controls compliance,
this new edition addresses
the key challenges for trade
compliance with valuable
advice from experts
consultants and experienced
practitioners.

l The multilateral export control regimes: an introduction 

l Where should the export control compliance team sit
within the organisation? 

l US Export Control Reform Act  and ‘emerging
technologies’ 

l The US Export Administration Regulations (‘EAR’): an
introduction 

l Navigating the ITAR 

l Dual-use export controls in the European

l Export controls beyond the United States and European
Union 

l Export controls adopted as trade sanctions measures 

l US antiboycott laws: overview and compliance
strategies 

l Implementing an internal compliance programme
(‘ICP’) 

l A step-by-step overview of US commodity jurisdiction 

l Developing and implementing a restricted party
screening programme 

l Global trade automation: an introduction 

l Record-keeping and export control compliance: what to,
how to, and why you must 

l Leading practices for export compliance audits 

l Reexportation Part 1: The EAR 

l Reexportation Part 2: ITAR and OFAC 

l Key elements of technology transfers under US 
export controls 

l Export controls and sanctions in the cloud: a US
perspective 

l Export controls and cryptographic items

l Intra-company transfers 

l Compliance for exporters and freight-forwarders:  a
shared approach 

l US/EU defence brokering: an introduction 

l US export controls and sanctions risks in the
manufacturing supply chain 

l Recognising and responding to ‘red flags’ 

l When to seek help from outside the organisation  

l Anatomy of an export control investigation 

l Disclosures in the United States – when to, what to
consider, and how to do it 

l Disclosure: a global approach 

l Talking export compliance  

n Cross-jurisdictional classification challenges

n Comprehensive US reexport licences

n Implementing an internal compliance plan

n Best practice in training

n Best practice in internal investigations

n Intangible transfers

l Glossary of key terms in export controls 

Available only in hard copy. Costs £65 

312 pages

Order from www.worldecr.com/books
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